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THE GREEN SHEET 

Keeneland Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Keeneland Race Course: 2017 Fall Meet 
Ninth Day: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 
Post Time: 1:05 P.M. Eastern 
Keeneland Meet Stats: 77-10-13-15—13%W, 49%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
RACE ONE 
(#4)TSUNAMI: Love the surface change back to dirt; significant class drop   
(#3)JUSTANOTHERBIRD: Good fit for $15K tag; like the 2-turn stretch out 
(#8)TY MAN: Double-dip class drop suits; has some early lick, gets Court 
(#2)ENCRYPT: $1.2 million gelding in for $15,000; loves minor awards 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-3-8-2 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#1)ROYAL ASSET: Handy fellow stalks a quick pace; runs well off layoffs   
(#5)BLUE WINGS: He has never been in this cheap; turf-to-dirt has appeal 
(#2)CONTROL STAKE: Never missed the exacta in Lexington; on the drop 
(#6)CANDY RUBY: Fuels hot pace; hangs around for a share with top effort 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-5-2-6 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#1)EXCITATIONS: Drops from graded stakes company; gets pocket trip   
(#3)PETROV: Doesn’t have to come from downtown; reunited with J. Ortiz 
(#4)SHADOW TRACER: Gray has won 4-of-6 this year; exits a quick race 
(#6)DARK ARDEN: Glyshaw barn has been on a roll; sharp as a tack in ‘17 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-4-6 
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RACE FOUR 
(#3)CARD CLUB: Been facing better stock; comes in fresh for “The Coach” 
(#4)KANTASTIC: Creeps up in class but is improving; bred to handle dirt 
(#1)MADAKET MORNING: Outfit capable with first-timers; post a concern 
(#7)DRINKS ON ME: Seems well-meant out of the box for a $40,000 tag  
 
SELECTIONS: 3-4-1-7 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#1)WHITE GOLD: On the drop for Kobiskie; has tactical speed, rail draw   
(#2)PROUD DIXIE: Like the cutback to 6.5F; placed in 50% of her starts 
(#5)PRETTY GREELEY: Has a reliable late kick but loves show dough 
(#8)LILY’S SECRET: In the money in 5-of-7 starts in ‘17; prefers synthetic 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-2-5-8 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#8)APPLEWOOD: Big effort out of the box in Louisville; great post draw   
(#9)BOW READY: Bay is rounding into form; impressed in last start at CD 
(#2)SIR SHAIB: Exits a “live” heat; A.M. work tab since is sharp—upside 
(#1 POE)ZING ZANG: Tapit colt cost $300K; barn excels with juveniles 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-9-2-1(Part of Entry) 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#1)LIGHT UP OUR WORLD (IRE): Drops out of stakes; salty J/T combo   
(#9)SENSITIVE: Has never run poorly on “firm” turf; KD shippers on fire 
(#5)POUR GIRL: She always provides value on the tote; tries every time 
(#12)BROWSE: Runs well fresh but wide draw problematic; better on dirt? 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-9-5-12 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#9)BELVIN: Capable fresh for high-percentage barn; good fit for $10K   
(#1)CANDY MY BOY: Speed, rail, and plummets in class; second off layoff 
(#2)JACK TRIPP: Sports tactical speed and creeps in for a dime; likes KEE 
(#5)ACADEMY BAY: Bay is a tick cheap but has won 4-of-7 starts this year 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-1-2-5 
 
 
  


